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INTRODUCTION

The obsession with celebrity culture has been widespread, pervasive, and heavily critiqued. Movies, television, and celebrity happenings dominate news pages, our conversations, and social media. Hollywood not only has significant say in what information we receive and how we receive it, but also has incredible pull in American politics. When scandal strikes Hollywood, it sends waves through the rest of society, and that is what we saw, and will continue to see, in the wake of the celebrity nude photo leak (known as “the Fappening”) and Sony Hacking.

As both hacking events have garnered more and more media attention, conversations involving accountability and the state of the United States’ cybersecurity have come to the forefront. This Note will explore the issues associated with each potential party blamed for the hacking or for spreading the content and identify weaknesses in U.S.


4. The language used in this Article will reflect statistical data that indicate that females constitute the majority of sex crime victims and that most sex crimes are male-on-female. See End Revenge Porn, Revenge Porn by the Numbers, END REVENGE PORN BLOG (Jan. 3, 2014), http://www.endrevengeporn.org/revenge-porn-infographic/. With that being said, female pronouns will be used to describe victims. This is not meant to discount the experiences of male victims. As of date, the only male to be targeted in this scandal is Nick Hogan, son of famous wrestler, Hulk Hogan. See Stephanie Marcus, Nick Hogan Is the First Male Victim of the Celebrity Photo Hacking Ring, HUFFINGTON POST (Oct. 6, 2014, 1:59 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/10/06/nick-hogan-hacked_n_5940142.html.
cybersecurity policy. Some people have pointed fingers at the celebrities and Sony, bringing up questions of privacy expectations as a celebrity, consent, and proactivity.\(^5\) The obvious group to blame are the hackers themselves, but how is it possible to track down and prosecute those individuals when it is done anonymously? If the hackers are tracked down, there are further challenges with prosecuting offshore hackers and finding appropriate laws to address all the harm incurred. The websites like Twitter and Reddit have been blamed for facilitating the spread of the stolen content, but in the face of § 230 of the Communication Decency Act,\(^6\) it is nearly impossible to impose liability. The media capitalized on the celebrities’ and Sony’s misfortunes, presenting questions about the First Amendment and the newsworthiness of the stolen and private information.

Within this Article, Parts I and II will discuss background information and implications on the parties affected by the Fappening and the Sony Hacking, in addition to an overview of current U.S. cybersecurity policies. Subsequent sections will discuss who, if anyone, should be held accountable. In Part III, the Article will address if we should even care at all and place the blame squarely in the celebrities’ hands and Sony for not protecting their information, and whether or not one hacking is more or less deserving of recourse. Part IV will examine what redress is available against the hackers themselves. Parts V and VI will explore the question of whether those who spread stolen documents around should be accountable for anything. Specifically, Part V will address whether third-party websites such as Twitter and Reddit can be held liable for their users reposting the stolen information, and Part VI will discuss holding the media accountable, highlighting issues of the First Amendment and privacy.

---


Hollywood is quite fond of using cybercrime as a plotline in its films. Little did it know that by the end of 2014, the community would be targeted not once, but twice by computer hackers. The Fappening and the Sony Hacking were real life manifestations of many hacking-centric movies that shook Hollywood to its core and spurred conversations about the United States’ cybersecurity policies.

A. The tl;dr\textsuperscript{8} of the Fappening

On August 31, 2014, hundreds of nude and compromising photographs of dozens of female celebrities flooded Internet message boards and social media sites. Some of the female celebrities targeted included Kate Upton, Gabrielle Union, and Kirsten Dunst. Jennifer Lawrence, who had almost sixty intimate photos posted, has arguably been the most candid about the event. Upon her photographs being released to the public following the first massive Internet dump, she called for an investigation into the hacking. Her representative deemed it a “flagrant violation of privacy” and even went as far as to warn posters that the authorities would “prosecute anyone who posts the stolen photos.”

4chan, a message board-style website, is credited as the source of the photo explosion. It is believed that a few individuals collectively

\textsuperscript{7} See Elizabeth Weise, Eight All-Time Great Hacking Movies, USA TODAY (Jan. 15, 2015, 9:12 AM), http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2015/01/14/hacking-movies-list-cyber-blackhat/21713327/ (ranking movies such as War Games, The Matrix, and Live Free or Die Hard).

\textsuperscript{8} A common term standing for “too long, didn’t read” used by redditors to summarize lengthy posts. See tl;dr, URBAN DICTIONARY (Nov. 20, 2003), http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=tl%3Bdr.

\textsuperscript{9} Laurel O’Connor, Celebrity Nude Photo Leak: Just One More Reminder That Privacy Does Not Exist Online and Legally, There’s Not Much We Can Do About It, GOLDEN GATE UNIV. L. REV. BLOG (Oct. 21, 2014), http://digitalcommons.law.ggu.edu/ggu_law_review_blog/30.


\textsuperscript{13} Id.

\textsuperscript{14} See O’Connor, supra note 9. 4chan, commonly referred to as “one of the darkest
hacked into the celebrities’ phones and computers, and then collected and posted these photographs.15 4chan users indicated that the hackings took place over several months, with some users even suggesting it has been in the works for years.16 Further “batches” of nude celebrity photographs were released on September 20, September 26, and October 5.17

The incident was deemed “The Fappening,” a name inspired by the /r/TheFappening subreddit where most of these photos were posted.18 In this subreddit, users posted the photos initially released on 4chan, bringing mainstream attention to the leak.19 At first, the photograph leak was seen simply as gossip fodder and people were clicking on these pictures out of curiosity, not realizing the true harm and implications.20 But as details of the scandal unfolded, it became clear that the release of these pictures was a clear invasion of privacy and crossed the line into being a sex crime.21

B. The Sony Hacking “Cache”-22

The Fappening was not the end to the entertainment industry’s hacking woes. In November 2014, Sony Pictures Entertainment’s sensitive data and e-mails between employees were leaked to the public.22 The Sony Hacking is viewed as the first hacking of a company corners of the Web,” is a website that serves as a message board for over twenty million users. Mary-Ann Russon, What is 4chan? A Look at the Dark Side of the Internet, INT’L BUS. TIMES (Apr. 22, 2014), http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/what-4chan-look-dark-side-internet-1445644. Initially started as a place to facilitate discussion of anime and Japanese comic books, it has morphed into an amorphous blob of Internet activity, ranging from benign postings to illegal activity. See id. 4chan provides an opportunity for users to post comments and photographs unanimously, even allowing users to sign up without any personal information. Id. This permits users to hide behind their computer screens and say whatever they want to whomever they want without any punishment. Id.

16. See id.
17. See O’Connor, supra note 9.
19. Id.
21. See Fallon, supra note 11.
on U.S. soil from an outside territory.\textsuperscript{23} What was also startling about the event was the sheer volume of information with reports suggesting that over 100 terabytes of data were stolen.\textsuperscript{24}

A group calling itself the Guardians of Peace (GOP) claimed responsibility for the Sony Hacking.\textsuperscript{25} Not only did the GOP obtain information from upcoming Sony movies, but they released hundreds of private e-mails between top Sony executives and well-known celebrities,\textsuperscript{26} the documentation of employee’s salaries, and personal information of employees and their families such as Social Security numbers.\textsuperscript{27}

The hackers threatened they would release more information if Sony did not cancel the release of its movie The Interview.\textsuperscript{28} Though North Korea initially denied involvement in the hacking, North Korean officials praised the attempt to prevent the release of the movie, claiming that it was an “undisguised sponsoring of terrorism.”\textsuperscript{29} United States intelligence suggested that the network source and techniques were traced back to North Korea.\textsuperscript{30} Many critics viewed the
government’s findings as “flimsy” but government officials refuted this, claiming the hackers’ failure to cover their tracks directly led officials to a North Korean computer system.

With the threat of another release of confidential documents and potential terrorist attacks at the New York premiere of The Interview, Sony caved and decided to pull the movie from theaters. This decision was a catch-22 for Sony because if the movie was not pulled from theaters, they would be blamed for a terrorist attack (assuming the hackers carried through with their threats), but if the movie was pulled, Sony would be (and was) crucified for caving to terrorists’ demands and diminishing the First Amendment.

II. THE STATE OF CYBERSECURITY

According to a 2013 global threat assessment, cyberattack is the number one global threat against the United States. With that in mind, the United States needs to be taking greater steps toward strengthening the nation’s cybersecurity with a concerted effort between the executive and legislative branches.

As stated by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), “our daily life, economic vitality and national security depend on a stable, safe, and resilient cyberspace.” Data suggests that the United States loses $100 billion due to cybercrimes annually, but that number is

---


32. FBI James Comey stated at the International Conference on Cybersecurity: “We could see that the IP addresses they used . . . were IPs that were exclusively used by the North Koreans. It was a mistake by them. It was a very clear indication of who was doing this.” FBI: “Sloppy” Hacking Pointed to North Korea Servers, RE/CODE (Jan. 7, 2015), http://recode.net/2015/01/07/fbi-sloppy-sony-hacking-pointed-to-north-korea-servers/; see also Arik Hesseldahl, How the U.S. Knew North Korea Was Behind the Sony Hack, RE/CODE (Jan. 18, 2015), http://recode.net/2015/01/18/how-the-u-s-knew-north-korea-was-behind-the-sony-hack/; Bob Orr, Why the U.S. Was Sure North Korea Hacked Sony, CBS NEWS (Jan. 19, 2015), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/why-the-u-s-government-was-sure-north-korea-hacked-sony/.

33. Lee, supra note 22.


35. See Worldwide Threat Assessment of the U.S. Intelligence Community: Hearing Before the S. Select Comm. on Intelligence, 113th Cong. 113-89 (2013) (statement of James R. Clapper, Dir. of Nat’l Intelligence).

bound to increase as cybercriminals and cyberattacks become more sophisticated and their growth continues to accelerate.\textsuperscript{37} Though the government clearly recognizes the importance of securing cyberspace, it is evident that our Internet laws are being outpaced by cybercriminals.

Cybercrime does not have a universal definition, but generally encompasses two categories of activities.\textsuperscript{38} The first category encompasses activities that specifically target computers, such as tampering with networks and programs.\textsuperscript{39} The other category consists of using computers to commit traditional offenses like theft and fraud.\textsuperscript{40} Cybercrime also covers a wide range of offenses from economic offenses, infringements on privacy, propagations of illegal and harmful content, and even terrorism.\textsuperscript{41} Because cybercrime is comprised of multiple activities, it is difficult for lawmakers to properly conceptualize and define it.\textsuperscript{42}

For most of the twenty-first century, Congress has not presented a united front in the face of cybercrime. There has been minimal legislative progress since Congress passed two significant acts calling for cybersecurity improvements in 2002. The Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) provided mechanisms for federal agencies to improve management and oversight for cybersecurity programs.\textsuperscript{43} Also in 2002, Congress passed the Cybersecurity Research and Development Act (CRDA), which called for investments in cybersecurity research and development, including increasing the cybersecurity workforce and strengthening the sharing of data between the public and private sector.\textsuperscript{44} CRDA delegated these responsibilities to the Department of Homeland Security, the National Science Foundation, and the National Institute of Standards and Technology.\textsuperscript{45} Since then, Congress has been largely unsuccessful in passing more
legislation. Acts aimed to further strengthen the cybersecurity infrastructure failed to get through Congress in both 2010 and 2012. 46 Perhaps as a telling illustration of the government’s inaction, the biggest accomplishment Congress has had since FISMA and CRDA is passing legislation in support of National Cyber Security Awareness Month. 47

Recognizing the looming threats to cybersecurity, President Obama issued Executive Order 13636 in early 2013, calling for improvements to the nation’s cybersecurity standards and for the development of a national cybersecurity framework. 48 On February 12, 2014, the Official Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity was released after a collaborative effort between the public and private sectors. 49 The framework’s goal was to provide cost-effective measures to manage cybersecurity risks, and it implemented a voluntary process for businesses and organizations to address their cybersecurity needs. 50

Following the Fappening and Sony Hacking, the White House announced plans to better protect the United States against cyberattacks. 51 President Obama announced a series of legislative proposals that would help ensure privacy protections of personal information as well as open the lines of communication between the government and the private sector. 52 Furthermore, the Obama Administration announced that the U.S. Department of Energy would provide a twenty-five million dollar grant to support cybersecurity education. 53

In April 2015, President Obama signed an Executive Order giving the U.S. Treasury Department power to sanction entities worldwide for cyberattacks. 54 It is intended to be a tool to restrict

50. See id. at 1.
52. Id.
53. Id.
resources of those suspects by freezing assets and restricting ability to conduct business in the United States.\textsuperscript{55} This was crafted in response to the Sony Hacking, which revealed the need for broader sanctioning authority for cyberattacks rather than seeking individual sanction programs.\textsuperscript{56}

Despite the recent barrage of cyberattacks,\textsuperscript{57} the United States has never sanctioned individuals specifically for cyberattacks under this new authority.\textsuperscript{58} However, experts suggest that it may be employed against China in order to make an example.\textsuperscript{59}

First introduced in July 2014, the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act (CISA) is a controversial piece of legislation designed to improve cybersecurity through the sharing of information of potential threats.\textsuperscript{60} The primary purpose is to make it easier for private companies to share information with the government in exchange for legal immunity from privacy and antitrust laws.\textsuperscript{61} Opponents maintain CISA encroaches too much on personal privacy even calling it "a surveillance bill by another name."\textsuperscript{62} Despite a highly contentious enactment process,\textsuperscript{63} Congress later attached a version of CISA as a rider to the

\textsuperscript{55} Id.
\textsuperscript{56} Id.

\textsuperscript{59} Id.; see infra Part IV.B.
\textsuperscript{61} Id.

“must-pass” omnibus spending package, a 2000-page piece of legislation providing funding for the federal government. President Obama signed the entire bill into law on December 18, 2015. The version of CISA passed allows companies to hand over information directly to the FBI and law enforcement without any vetting system, and it changed the timeliness requirement needed prior to investigation from “imminent threat” to a “specific threat.” Critics fear the new version will lead to warrantless surveillance.

Though the government is slowly making progress, it is obvious that as a nation we are not where we should be with ensuring protection of our infrastructure. These weaknesses are making it difficult to address the harm caused to the celebrities and Sony, as well as to deter further attacks. The government needs to take greater initiative and make cybersecurity a top priority instead of placing the onus of protection on individuals. There is reason to believe that cyberwarfare is the weapon of the future and the government needs to take adequate measures to ensure the safety and vitality of the United States.

III. THE VICTIMS

In the aftermath of any crime, there tends to be a discussion of what the victim could have done to prevent the crime. Instead of the perpetrator’s reprehensible behavior being the focus, the blame wrongly shifts to the actions of the victim. This has happened both to the celebrities affected through the Fappening and Sony Hacking. Initially, many celebrities were blamed for taking the salacious photos to begin with, but as more and more celebrities spoke out and humanized the crime, the public and media were more willing to understand the incident as it truly was: a sex crime. In comparison, Sony has been nothing short of crucified for not protecting its cyber-infrastructures and its employees. In the face of moral relativism, it is then wrong for Sony to be blamed when both hackings are, at their core, the same.

cybersecurity-faces-key-senate-vote/.


66. Greenberg, supra note 64.

67. Seals, supra note 64.
A. Is Consent to Being a Celebrity Consent to Everything?

In the context of celebrity, we have a long standing notion that those who put themselves into public life—whether it be as an actor, musician, athlete, reality television superstar, or even as a politician—should not have an expectation of privacy.68 Once they thrust themselves into the spotlight, they become a public commodity and every aspect of their lives becomes an issue of public concern.69 However, just because an individual consents to being in the public life does not mean that such consent extends to all aspects of their lives.70

Debates surrounding consent are also implicated with sex offenses. A common argument is that if a victim of sexual assault previously consents to sexual activity with the perpetrator, she consents to all sexual activity with the perpetrator.71 It is superimposing consent in a narrow circumstance to all circumstances. Danielle Citron and Mary Franks in their article about revenge porn analogize the following:

When a person gives her credit card to a waiter, she is not consenting to let the waiter use that card to make personal purchases. When a person entrusts a doctor with sensitive health information, he is not authorizing that doctor to share that information with the public. What lovers share with each other is not equivalent to what they share with coworkers, acquaintances, or employers. Consent is contextual; it is not an on/off switch.72

Unfortunately, the events of the Fappening constitute a sex crime since it is a violation of an individual’s bodily autonomy through ways of the Internet.73 With the Fappening, the idea of celebrities’ lives

68. See Jamie E. Nordhaus, Celebrities’ Rights to Privacy: How Far Should the Paparazzi Be Allowed to Go?, 18 REV. LITIG. 285, 289–91 (1999) (explaining justifications for why celebrities’ private lives have smaller degree of protections); Donna Freydkin, Celebrities Fight for Privacy, USA TODAY (July 6, 2004), http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/life/people/2004-07-06-celeb-privacy_x.htm (“A celebrity is like an elected official. If you’re getting paid $20 million a movie, you have to rely on public goodwill to stay in office. You have to accept the fact that you’re a public commodity.”).


70. Daniel Solove, Should Celebrities Have Privacy? A Response to Jennifer Lawrence, LINKEDIN: PULSE (Nov. 17, 2014), https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20141117100047-2259773-should-celebrities-have-privacy-a-response-to-jennifer-lawrence (“There’s no contract that says that in order to be famous one has to surrender privacy”).


73. See James Kosur, The Fappening: When Sex Crimes Become Easily Consumable
belonging to the public collides with the argument that an individual who takes nude photographs and consensually shares them with one trusted individual, consents to sharing them to many individuals. Combined, it creates a horrible concept of female celebrities’ bodies belonging to the public.74

B. Does Lack of Protection Warrant Blame?

Many critics suggest that Sony was too lax in its cybersecurity infrastructure and made the company vulnerable to attacks. A class action lawsuit filed by Sony’s former employees detailed some of the questionable practices that exposed Sony employees’ personal information.75 The complainants alleged that Sony had warning of the attack since the company has been victim to attack in the past, like in 2011 when the PlayStation Network was compromised.76 Further allegations made were that Sony chose to not provide “adequate data security” for the sake of saving money.77 In a 2007 interview, Sony’s Executive Director of Information Security, Jason Spaltro, said, “it’s a valid business decision to accept the risk [of breach]. I will not invest $10 million to avoid a possible $1 million loss.”78 The complaint asserted that internal security was also subpar at the time of the hacking, citing that network and other important passwords were saved in files labeled “password.”79

The plaintiffs alleged “the hacking has left them vulnerable to identity theft, tax fraud and financial theft,” and that in the aftermath, Sony has only cared about protecting its intellectual property and public


74. See id.; see also Commodifying the Body: Leaked Photos Violate Women’s Privacy, EMORY WHEEL (Sept. 7, 2014), http://emorywheel.com/commodifying-the-body-leaked-photos-violate-womens-privacy/ (“We believe such theft is encouraged by society’s commodification of sexuality . . . in which individuals are objectified and open to a system of public transaction and viewing.”).


78. Peterson, supra note 75.

79. Id.
image instead of minimizing the harm felt by its employees.80 Sony and its former employees reached a settlement on September 1, 2015 that was announced in a filing seeking class action status on behalf of nearly 50,000 current and former employees.81 Released in October 2015, the settlement terms provided for a $2 million cash fund to reimburse 435,000 class members82 for identity theft preventative members, a two-year plan for identity theft protection services, $2.5 million for class members unable to show damage from the hacking, and $3.5 million in attorney fees.83 Overall, the settlement is worth between $5.5 million and $8 million and will be approved in March 2016.84

There is no clear-cut answer to whether or not Sony should be blamed for its own misfortune for failing to protect itself from a cyber attack. If all of the allegations are true, it is hard to sympathize with Sony, and the company should be accountable to its employees. But to analogize, should a homeowner be responsible for someone breaking into their home if the homeowner does not have security alarms and guard dogs? It is necessary, without a doubt, for Sony to be proactive in the face of crime and also compensate its employees for the harm incurred—but this should not mean removal of all options for redress for Sony as a company.

C. Moral Relativism: Who’s More Worthy?

Famed Hollywood producer, Judd Apatow, tweeted the following question: “Releasing private Sony e-mails to hurt people is the same as releasing nude photos of Jennifer Lawrence. Why are they ok to print?”85 Though the Fappening and the Sony Hacking are different in

83. Id.
major and substantive ways, does that make one cybercrime more “worthy” of punishment than another?

The reactions to both Hollywood cybercrimes have received two different responses, possibly a result of who the targets are. The media has generally praised the Sony leak for removing the veil of secrecy surrounding a major corporation, even at the expense of exposing employees’ Social Security numbers and family health records. The Sony Hacking is framed as a triumph more than a travesty. Comparatively, the Fappening has been lambasted by the public and media for being a gross invasion of privacy and has correctly been framed as a sex crime. Beloved public figures like Jennifer Lawrence, made vulnerable by having their naked bodies non-consensually exposed to the world, are more sympathetic characters than a faceless multinational corporation.

As stated in a *Washington Post* article, “even if the Sony hack was ‘wrong,’ the leak of celebrity nudes was more wrong . . . [i]f hacking private documents is wrong, it should be wrong all the time . . . .” When push comes to shove, the issue surrounding both events is the same: someone stole something that was not theirs. Yes, sex crimes are horrible and unfortunate incidents, but simple thefts of property can have potentially devastating consequences as well. Those who are victims of theft are just as deserving of legal recourse as any other victims of crime.


87. The Washington Post made the following commentary:

> When hackers unknown published the stolen nude photographs of female celebrities in September, the backlash was both fierce and nearly instantaneous: “Anybody who looked at those pictures, you’re perpetuating a sexual offense,” the actress Jennifer Lawrence told Vanity Fair. “You should cower with shame.” But when hackers unknown leaked the stolen salaries, e-mails and PowerPoint presentations of Sony Pictures Entertainment, the public reaction was . . . well, celebratory. For days, sites like Gawker and BuzzFeed have reveled in gossipy dishes from the leaks, such as stars’ secret names and the gory details of celebrity feuds. Think pieces have been penned on actors’ and executives’ salaries. E-mails and salary lists were reprinted in full.


88. *Id.*
IV. THE HACKERS

The obvious parties to blame for hacking the celebrities and Sony are the ones who sat behind the keyboards and perpetrated the crimes: the hackers themselves. Though the hackers are the glaring option to go after, the anonymity of the perpetrators, international laws, and lack of appropriate statutes for prosecution all present challenges in obtaining justice.

A. The Fappening Hackers

In many hacking situations, it is exceptionally difficult to pinpoint who the exact perpetrator is. For example, a hacker may use another computer system to serve as a proxy or employ other methods such as encryption.89 Social media’s facilitation of spreading the nude photos also makes it difficult to track down the source, since the images are shared and reposted on websites throughout the Internet.90 As of yet, the FBI is still investigating the identity of the hacker or hackers.91

In October 2014, investigators identified computers that appeared to have accessed multiple iCloud accounts, including the Fappening celebrities.92 The FBI raided two homes in the Chicago area, including thirty-year-old Emilio Herrera, and seized multiple technological devices and hard drives.93 Federal prosecutors regularly filed motions to keep the search warrants sealed until June 2015 when Chicago Sun-Times and Gawker published Herrera’s warrant and corresponding affidavits.94 On January 15, 2016, Gawker identified a second hacker after gaining access to another search warrant and affidavit.95

91. See id.
93. Id.
94. Id.
95. Id.
The warrants illuminate the Fappening’s scope and potential method. Herrera’s IP address was allegedly used 3236 times to access 572 iCloud accounts between May 31, 2013 and August 31, 2014. The exact number of celebrity accounts was not included in the affidavit, but the FBI indicated that “a number” belonged to celebrities and their families and friends. Additionally, it is asserted that the hacking was conducted by phishing for emails and then resetting passwords. Ed Majercyzk used a series of phony e-mail addresses to trick celebrities into giving over their passwords. He gained access to over 300 iCloud accounts over 6000 times, downloaded the photos, and then posted them on 4chan.

Despite this damning evidence, no federal criminal charges have been brought against Herrera or Majercyzk as of January 2016, over one year after the Fappening occurred. In March 2016, Justice Department reached a plea deal with Ryan Collins of Pennsylvania, who claimed responsibility for accessing at least fifty iCloud and seventy-two Gmail accounts during a two-year period. It is unclear if he had any connection with Herrera or Majercyzk. Even if the hackers can be identified, there may be issues with finding appropriate laws under which to prosecute them. Though there are laws on the books to punish for the act of hacking, it is more difficult to find laws to punish for non-consensually posting nude photos since not all states have revenge porn laws, nor is there a federal statute criminalizing it.

The author indicated that these court documents were “more difficult than usual” to obtain after being placed under “restricted access.” Id.

96. Biddle, supra note 92.
97. Id. Several of the victims identified in the affidavit stated that they were locked out of their iCloud accounts prior to August and were sent e-mails asking to reset their passwords. See Application and Affidavit for a Search Warrant, No. 1:14-mc-00553 (N.D. Ill. Oct. 15, 2014). https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/2094588/fappening warrants1.txt.
98. Id. at 3.
99. Biddle, supra note 95.
100. Id.
101. Id.
1. Criminal Redress for Hacking

Whoever the Fappening hacker is, prosecutors have federal and state laws that criminalize hacking at their disposal. Many of these laws impose harsh punishments on those convicted, and penalties can range from a few months in prison\textsuperscript{104} and a $1000 fine, to up to thirty years in prison and a $10,000 fine\textsuperscript{105}.

The federal hacking statute falls under the Cyber Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA)\textsuperscript{106}. The statute protects computers connected to the Internet from “trespassing, threats, damage, espionage, and from being corruptly used as instruments of fraud.”\textsuperscript{107} The CFAA makes it a crime to attempt or conspire to commit any of the offenses outlined in § 1030(a) and provides penalties, ranging from a year-long prison sentence to a maximum of life in prison when death results from intentional computer damage\textsuperscript{108}.

The CFAA has been used to prosecute celebrity hackers. In 2011, Christopher Chaney was indicted under multiple provisions of § 1030 for hacking the e-mails of and stealing nude photographs and other personal information from about fifty celebrities, including actresses Scarlett Johansson and Mila Kunis\textsuperscript{109}. The U.S. District Court of Central California sentenced Chaney to ten years in federal prison and ordered $66,179 in restitution\textsuperscript{110}. Though not as wide scale as the Fappening, this case shows that it is possible for whomever the Fappening perpetrator is to be held accountable under hacking statutes.

If the Fappening hacker can be traced, federal prosecutors could charge the hacker under the CFAA. That individual may be held liable under § 1030(a)(2)(C) for intentionally accessing a protected computer without consent of the computer owner\textsuperscript{111}. If convicted, the hacker could receive a hefty punishment under § 1030(c)(2)(B)(ii). Since the crime was committed “in furtherance of any criminal or tortious act in

\textsuperscript{104} See CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 53a-251 (West 2014).
\textsuperscript{105} See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 815.01 (West 2014).
\textsuperscript{106} Cyber Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA), 18 U.S.C. § 1030 (1986).
\textsuperscript{108} CFAA, 18 U.S.C. § 1030(c); see Doyle, supra note 107, at 2.
violation of the Constitution or laws of the United States or of any State,” the hacker may be fined or imprisoned for up to five years for each celebrity’s computer that is hacked.\textsuperscript{112}

In fact, federal prosecutors used the CFAA against one of the alleged hackers, Ryan Collins.\textsuperscript{113} Collins agreed to plea guilty to a felony violation of CFAA and to one count of unauthorized access to a protected computer to obtain information.\textsuperscript{114} Though he admitted to illegally accessing computers, there was insufficient evidence to show he shared or uploaded the information he obtained.\textsuperscript{115} Collins’ prison sentence has a statutory maximum of five years, but prosecutors have agreed to only recommend eighteen months.\textsuperscript{116}

2. Criminal Redress for Revenge Porn

Though there are plenty of laws to address the physical hacking, there are few laws penalizing individuals for non-consensually posting sexually explicit photos of another.\textsuperscript{117} The action of posting online nude or sexually explicit photographs or videos of a non-consenting individual with the intent to humiliate has been branded as revenge porn, or non-consensual pornography.\textsuperscript{118} Some states have passed revenge porn statutes, providing prosecutors with a valuable tool to combat revenge porn. However, many states and Congress have not been able to pass legislation due to challenges with drafting a statute that casts a wide net of protection while also upholding the First Amendment.

Revenge porn encompasses four categories of activities. The first is the consensual taking and sharing of the photos or videos of a specified individual and the non-consensual sharing of those photos and videos to others by that specified individual.\textsuperscript{119} The second category is

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{112} Id. § 1030(c)(2)(B)(ii).
\item \textsuperscript{113} Press Release, U.S. Attorney’s Office for the C.D. Cal., Pennsylvania Man Charged with Hacking Apple and Google E-mail Accounts Belonging to More than 100 People, Mostly Celebrities (Mar. 15, 2016), https://www.justice.gov/usao-cdca/pr/pennsylvania-man-charged-hacking-apple-and-google-e-mail-accounts-belonging-more-100.
\item \textsuperscript{114} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{115} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{117} Less than half of the states have revenge porn laws and there is no federal criminal law. See infra note 130.
\item \textsuperscript{119} Jenna K. Stokes, Note, The Indecent Internet: Resisting Unwarranted Internet Exceptionalism in Combating Revenge Porn, 29 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 929, 929 (2014).
\end{itemize}
the non-consensual taking of the photos or videos during consensual sexual activity and then the subsequent, non-consensual sharing of such media. The third category encompasses instances where sexual assault is filmed or documented and then shared online. Situations such as the Steubenville and Rehtaeh Parsons rape cases fall within this category. Finally, the fourth category encompasses photos and videos that are taken through the hacking of phones and computers. The circumstances of the Fappening fall within this category of revenge porn.

Federal legislation has been in the works since March 2014 when Representative Jacki Speier (D-CA) announced she was drafting legislation. Representative Speier will be introducing her bill upon the House’s return from recess. A mirror bill will be presented in the Senate. If passed, this could have significant effects on websites allowing user-posted content, because federal criminal law is the exception to § 230 liability. According to Danielle Citron, Professor of Law at the University of Maryland who specializes in cyber-harassment and is a staunch anti-revenge porn advocate, “[a] federal criminal law would be a crucial companion to state efforts. It would provide legal protection against revenge porn in cases where the states
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124. Stokes, supra note 119, at 929.
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either failed to pass legislation or state law enforcement refused to act.”

As of March 2016, twenty-six states and the District of Columbia have applicable revenge porn statutes. Even though revenge porn is receiving media and legislative attention, many lawmakers have issues with drafting legislation that encompasses all four categories of revenge porn while protecting the First Amendment. This challenge has been highlighted as California and Arizona have drafted their own laws.

A. California

California’s first attempt at revenge porn legislation in October 2013 exemplified problems with victim coverage. Under the initial draft, a revenge porn perpetrator could only be prosecuted if he or she took and shared the images. Though it was seemingly satisfactory, it left a substantial subsection of revenge porn victims uncovered: the ones who took “selfies” and then sent them to their partners.


130. ALASKA STAT. § 11.61.120(a)(6) (2014) (harassment in the second degree); ARK. CODE ANN. § 5-26-314 (2013) (class A misdemeanor); CAL. PENAL CODE § 647(j)(4) (West 2014) (misdemeanor); COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 18-7-107, 18-7-108 (West 2014) (class 1 misdemeanor); D.C. CODE § 20-903 (2012) (felony); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 11, § 1335 (2014) (class B Misdemeanor, class G Felony); FLA. STAT. § 784.049 (first degree misdemeanor, third degree felony for recidivism); GA. CODE ANN. § 16-11-90 (2015) (misdemeanor); HAWAII REV. STAT. § 711-1110.9 (2014) (class C felony); IDAHO CODE § 18-6609 (2015) (felony, video voyeurism); 720 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/11-23.5 (2015) (class 4 felony); LA. STAT. ANN. § 14:283.2 (2015) (misdemeanor); ME. STAT. § 511-A (2014) (class D crime); MD. CODE ANN., CRIM. LAW § 3-809 (LexisNexis 2015) (misdemeanor); NEV. REV. STAT. § 2.6 (category D felony); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2C:14-9 (West 2005) (third degree); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 30-37A-1 (West 2015) (misdemeanor, fourth degree felony); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 14-190.5A (West 2015) (class 1 misdemeanor); N. D. CENT. CODE § 12.1-17-07.2 (class A misdemeanor); OR. REV. STAT. § 161.006 (class A misdemeanor, class C felony if recidivist); 18 PA. STAT. AND CONS. STAT. ANN. § 3131 (West 2015) (second degree misdemeanor, first degree is a minor); TEX. PENAL CODE ANN. § 21.16 (Class A Misdemeanor); UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-5b-203 (LexisNexis 2015) (misdemeanor); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 13, § 2606 (2014) (misdemeanor); VA. CODE ANN., § 18.2-386.2 (2014) (misdemeanor); WASH. REV. CODE § 9A.90.010 (2010) (gross misdemeanor); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 942.09 (West 2014) (misdemeanor).


problematic exclusion from the statute’s purview since up to eighty-three percent of revenge porn victims fall within this category.\textsuperscript{134} California responded to the above concerns regarding the limited category of revenge porn that the statute covered and revised the statute to criminalize revenge porn, no matter who took the photograph or video.\textsuperscript{135}

In December 2014, California successfully convicted someone for posting revenge porn under the new law. Noe Iniguez posted topless photographs of his ex-girlfriend on her employer’s Facebook page, referring to her as a “slut” and encouraging the employer to fire her.\textsuperscript{136} In conjunction with violating multiple restraining orders, Iniguez was sentenced to a year in prison and three years of probation.\textsuperscript{137} Los Angeles City Attorney Mike Feuer praised the law and conviction, stating, “California’s new revenge porn law gives prosecutors a valuable tool to protect victims whose lives and reputations have been upended by a person they once trusted.”\textsuperscript{138} He further asserted that the conviction and sentence sends a “strong message” that posting revenge pornography is something the state of California will not tolerate.\textsuperscript{139}

\textbf{B. Arizona}

One of the more controversial pieces of legislation combating revenge porn was the law passed in Arizona. Described as “particularly draconian,” it has incurred the wrath of First Amendment advocates.\textsuperscript{140} It has been criticized as “so poorly written it affects just about anyone who shares or publishes any nude image without explicit consent.”\textsuperscript{141} The statute, which made it a felony to violate this law, read as follows:

It is unlawful to intentionally disclose, display, distribute, publish,
advertise or offer a photograph, videotape, film or digital recording of another person in a state of nudity or engaged in specific sexual activities if the person knows or should have known that the depicted person has not consented to the disclosure.  

The Arizona lawmakers neglected to include a newsworthiness exception that would provide protection to those who are using the photographs to accompany news stories and other media. In late September 2014, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) filed suit challenging the constitutionality of the statute in Antigone Books v. Horne. On November 28, 2014, the U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona put the Arizona law on hold following an agreement between the American Civil Liberties Union and the State Attorney General, allowing legislators to revise the law. U.S. District Judge Susan Bolton issued a permanent restraint on the revenge porn law in July 2015 after the legislature failed to make changes prior to adjourning in April. On January 13, 2016, the Arizona House of Representatives passed an updated version of the bill, and it is likely to be enacted following the Senate’s vote. Described as “a significant improvement,” the legislation seeks to rectify past mistakes by adding that the distributor must have malicious intent and the victim must have a “reasonable expectation of privacy.”
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144. Complaint for Declaratory & Injunctive Relief at 30, Antigone Books v. Horne, No. 2:2014-cv-02100 (D. Ariz. Sept. 23, 2014). The plaintiff in this case is a bookseller who distributes books that include depictions of nude models. See id. at 5. The nude models consented to the photographs being taken, but did not specifically consent to having their nude bodies displayed in the books. See id. This legislation is problematic because it encompasses so many different activities that practically anyone could be in violation of the act. See id at 4. It also has no harm requirement, which further stretches the category of individuals who could bring lawsuits. See id at 5.
C. Revenge Porn Challenges for the Fappening

Depending where charges against the hacker are filed, the revenge porn option may or may not be available to prosecutors. It is important for the hacker to not only be held liable for the physical hacking, but for the sex crime as well. This would send a strong message that engaging in revenge porn is unacceptable behavior that will be punished severely. However, with only some states having revenge porn statutes and without applicable federal law, there is a chance the hacker would not be punished for violating these celebrities.149 If suit is filed in California, prosecutors may have success similar to that of Feuer against Iniguez and may be able to provide some justice for the wrong caused by revenge porn.

B. Offshore Hacking

Assuming the validity of the U.S. government’s findings that North Korea is behind the Sony Hacking, it will be near impossible for any type of retribution.

First, there are challenges with attempting to redress harm caused by offshore hackers. In May 2014, the United States indicted five members of the People’s Liberation Army in China on charges of cyber-espionage.150 Though the officials will never stand trial, analysts believe that an indictment sends a strong message to China and the world that the United States is capable of tracking down hackers.151 Though the U.S. Department of Justice could indict North Korean officials if they collect enough proof, it will never lead to a trial, and it is unlikely to deter North Korea from acting again since they know Sony will fold under the threat of potential terrorist attacks.

Second, other methods of punishment are likely to be ineffective against North Korea. The United States’ go-to method for punishing other countries is to impose economic sanctions.152 However, the United States has little to no leverage within the North Korean economy and stringent sanctions against the country are already in place.153 Following the Sony Hacking, President Obama signed an executive order that

149. See supra note 130; see also supra text accompanying notes 125–29.
151. Id.
153. Id.
targeted North Korean officials and its intelligence agency. Analysts suggest that the United States would have to partner with Russia and China, two of North Korea’s largest partners, in order to really make an impact on North Korea’s financial situation. This would be difficult in and of itself because Russia and China have both been pinpointed as the culprits in other hackings against the United States, such as the April 2015 hacking of the Office of Personnel Management. The United States is planning to impose sanctions on China for the “unrelenting stream of cyberespionage,” which will be the first exercise of the executive order.

V. THIRD-PARTY WEBSITES

In the search to find someone accountable for the hackings, many people have been pointing fingers at social media websites such as Reddit and Twitter since they facilitated the spread of the stolen photos and information. However, there will be issues holding these websites accountable due to § 230 of the Communications Decency Act, an important statutory provision that upholds the vitality of the Internet.

A. Section 230 Conundrum

Sony and the celebrities affected by the Fappening will have difficulties in holding websites such as Twitter and Reddit liable, primarily because of the protections websites that allow third-party content have under § 230. Section 230 is considered “both as the savior of free speech in the digital age and as an ill-conceived shield for scoundrels.” This statutory provision provides immunity to service
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157. Kopan & Sciutto, supra note 58.


160. David S. Ardia, Free Speech Savior or Shield for Scoundrels: An Empirical
and content providers who allow for third-party users to post content.\textsuperscript{161} The implementation of § 230 was “a conscious policy decision by Congress to protect individuals and companies who would otherwise be vulnerable targets to litigants who want to silence speech to which they object, illegal or not.”\textsuperscript{162} However, there is a potentially dangerous loophole that permits website operators to contain highly objectionable user-submitted content while avoiding liability and still profiting.

Immunity from liability granted to providers and users who publish information provided by others is codified in § 230(c)(1). This provision specifically states, “[n]o provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”\textsuperscript{163} An interactive computer service is defined as “any information service, system, or access software provider that provides or enables computer access by multiple users to a computer server.”\textsuperscript{164} Essentially, intermediaries that host or republish speech are protected against laws that would hold them liable for what other people do and say. Entities that are protected under this provision include Internet Service Providers (ISPs) as well as any website or online service that publishes third-party content.\textsuperscript{165} Examples include blog comment sections, message boards, and listserves.\textsuperscript{166}

Though many courts have interpreted this provision as an absolute immunity for websites and providers, there are four areas of law that are considered to be exceptions. These exceptions are federal criminal law, intellectual property law, state laws consistent with § 230, and application of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986.\textsuperscript{167} Another limitation is that a site must take action if a user posts child pornography or violates federal intellectual property laws.\textsuperscript{168} If

\begin{itemize}
\item See id. at 379.
\item Id. § 230(f)(2).
\item See, e.g., Zeran v. AOL, 129 F.3d 327, 328 (4th Cir. 1997) (finding AOL immune from liability for a user’s defamatory postings on a message board); Batzel v. Smith, 333 F.3d 1018, 1030–31 (9th Cir. 2003) (conferring immunity on a listserv operator).
\item CDA, 47 U.S.C. § 230(e).
\item Id. § 230(e)(1)–(2); see infra Part V.A.1.
\end{itemize}
Congress passes federal revenge porn legislation,\(^{169}\) it would trigger the exception provision and websites would be liable for users posting revenge porn. This would be a significant change for the Fappening because victims could go after the websites for failing to take down all images.

Within the first decade of its passage, the courts made decisions that broadened the scope of the statute. In \textit{Zeran v. American Online, Inc.}, the Fourth Circuit expanded the scope of § 230 and held that American Online was not liable for a user’s defamatory speech on its bulletin board.\(^{170}\) The court viewed the usage of “publisher” in the statute to encompass both distributors and original publishers.\(^{171}\) The idea of “absolute immunity” under § 230 has been reigned in within recent years after several circuits addressed questions about what should happen if websites induce the illegal behavior. For example, in 2008, the Ninth Circuit ruled in \textit{Fair Housing Council of San Fernando Valley v. Roommates.com, L.L.C.} that § 230 immunity was not available because the website contributed to user conduct that violated the Fair Housing Act.\(^{172}\) Roommates.com matched apartment landlords and potential tenants, but required users to answer questions about gender and sexual orientation when signing up for the website.\(^{173}\) No § 230 immunity was granted because the court said that the website materially contributed to the illegality of the conduct.\(^{174}\) A similar holding was reached in the Tenth Circuit in \textit{FTC v. Accusearch, Inc.}, after a website solicited users to request phone records protected by the Telecommunications Act of 1996.\(^{175}\)

Section 230 has been a hurdle for anti-revenge porn advocates after websites post the objectionable photos without the victim’s consent.\(^{176}\) In \textit{Jones v. Dirty World Entertainment Recordings LLC}, the Sixth Circuit overturned the Eastern District of Kentucky’s ruling that the website was ineligible for § 230 immunity.\(^{177}\) TheDirty.com posted the plaintiff’s images with a caption describing her sex life and sexually

\(^{169}\) See supra Part IV.A.2.
\(^{170}\) 129 F.3d 327, 328 (4th Cir. 1997).
\(^{171}\) \textit{Id.} at 332 (quoting W. PAGE KEETON ET AL., PROSSER AND KEETON ON TORTS § 113, at 799 (5th ed. 1984)).
\(^{172}\) 521 F.3d 1157, 1164 (9th Cir. 2008).
\(^{173}\) \textit{Id.} at 1161.
\(^{174}\) \textit{Id.} at 1165, 1168.
\(^{175}\) 570 F.3d 1187, 1200 (10th Cir. 2009).
\(^{176}\) See GoDaddy.com, LLC v. Toups, 429 S.W.3d 752, 759 (Tex. Ct. App. 2014) (overruling lower court decision after finding no material contribution to the illegal content).
\(^{177}\) 755 F.3d 398, 402 (6th Cir. 2014).
transmitted infections.\textsuperscript{178} The plaintiff sued both the website and its host for defamation, libel per se, false light, and intentional infliction of emotional distress.\textsuperscript{179} However, the Sixth Circuit overturned this ruling in June 2014 by using the “material contribution” analysis under \textit{Roommates.com}, reasoning that simply encouraging the offensive or illegal behavior does not preclude a website from immunity.\textsuperscript{180}

Threats have been thrown around regarding potential lawsuits against Reddit and Twitter for having the stolen content on their websites.\textsuperscript{181} These lawsuits will not be fruitful due to Reddit and Twitter’s § 230 immunity. Reddit and Twitter fall under the definition of “interactive computer service,” because these websites host and republish content. It would be inefficient and costly for Reddit and Twitter to comb through the millions of postings and tweets for content that could be potentially objectionable such as libel and harassment and to reallocate resources and manpower to do so. They are also neither encouraging nor materially contributing to the content. Sony threatened to sue Twitter if Twitter failed to stop users from sharing the hacked information, even going so far as requesting tweets regarding the stolen information to be removed and accounts of offending users suspended.\textsuperscript{182} If a lawsuit ever did materialize, Sony would not be successful since Twitter would most likely assert a § 230 defense.

\textit{1. Some Relief Under Digital Millennium Copyright Act}

For the celebrities affected by the Fappening, there is a limited option to circumvent § 230 immunity and force websites to remove photographs. Revenge porn victims generally have the goal of getting these images offline. Though it will not result in monetary damages, celebrities affected by the Fappening can use the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), as a method to remove the images.\textsuperscript{183}

Under the DMCA, anyone who takes a photo has ownership of the copyright.\textsuperscript{184} Therefore, the owner has the exclusive rights to distribute and display the photo.\textsuperscript{185} Through DMCA, service providers are protected from liability so long as they comply with “notice and
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takedown” procedures. A copyright holder can issue a notice to remove or disable access to specific content, and if the website does not comply, the copyright holder can sue for copyright infringement. The statute provides that service providers must “act expeditiously” in response to the takedown request or face potential litigation.

Though this is a solid option to get the photos offline, it does not cover all revenge porn victims and only covers a subsection of what constitutes revenge porn. Copyright ownership extends to those who took the photograph. Therefore, copyright will protect those who took “selfies” of their naked bodies, but does not cover victims who had their partners take the photographs or videos with or without consent. This leaves roughly twenty percent of revenge porn victims uncovered.

Sony sent Twitter twenty DMCA takedown requests and Twitter only removed two tweets from the website. One of the two tweets taken down included screenshots of a James Bond script, a work clearly protected by copyright law. The other eighteen tweets were screenshots of Sony e-mails and were not removed by Twitter. There is reason to believe that a fair use defense could be used, because the original tweeter made commentary.

2. Reddit Under Fire

Many of the websites implicated in the spread of the celebrity photos and Sony hackings have been scrutinized for the way they handled each scandal. Considered the primary forum for the spread of the nude photos, Reddit came under significant criticism for the way it responded to the Fappening subreddit even though administrators eventually took down the photographs.
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The Fappening highlighted tensions between the First Amendment and privacy rights and pointed out the hypocrisy exhibited by many redditors. The site is deemed to be an outlet to exercise free speech in an unfiltered manner, and the community is fiercely protective over their privacy. Following the Fappening, many redditors claimed the website violated their free speech and effectively censored them. One redditor, arguing the merits of allowing the photographs to be online and the Fappening to continue, stated “[n]o one has the right to say what you shouldn’t see . . . it’s a slippery slope from some celebrity nudes to political statements to media alteration and blackout.” The irony of fighting for the pictures online is that the community that is “fiercely protective” over their own privacy appears to be accepting of revenge porn, which is a clear invasion of privacy, being posted.

In response to the criticism following the Fappening, Reddit officially banned the posting of naked photos without the subject’s consent starting in March 2015 and alluded to the website’s failure to quickly remove the Fappening. The updated privacy policy incorporates a protocol for those whose illicit photos or videos were non-consensually posted in order to “expedite its removal as quickly as possible.”

Though the law may not be able to hold third-party websites liable, market forces can pressure websites to act in conformance with societal values. It is up to the websites themselves to create clear posting policies and hold their users to the terms of service; however, that comes at the risk of angering loyal users.


196. Id.


VI. THE MEDIA

In the search to find someone responsible for the Fappening and the Sony Hacking, the media has come under criticism for drawing attention to each event. The First Amendment was implicated through the press as journalists sifted through the nude photographs and Sony documents, and media outlets started to publish and air stories about the Fappening and the Sony Hacking. The Supreme Court has generally supported broad First Amendment protections for the press, but issues of privacy come into play with stolen information from digital sources.

A. History of Press Protection with Stolen Documents

Some critics have called out the media for reporting on content never meant for the public’s eyes, but the First Amendment jurisprudence protects the press even when using stolen documents and information. In New York Times Co. v. United States ("Pentagon Papers"), the government attempted to prevent publication of classified documents regarding the Vietnam War. The U.S. government petitioned the U.S. District Court of the Southern District of New York to prevent the New York Times from publishing the documents. After working its way up to the Supreme Court, it was decided that the government could not prevent the press from publishing information of great public concern obtained from documents stolen by a third party.

In Pearson v. Dodd, the court addressed whether or not a newspaper could be held liable for an invasion of privacy cause of action if it published information from stolen documents. The plaintiff in this case, Senator Thomas Dodd, sued reporters Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson for publishing a column of Dodd’s misdeeds while in office. Senator Dodd’s employees made copies of files from the office unbeknownst to Dodd and provided the material to the defendants, who knew of their stolen nature. The D.C. Circuit Court held that the defendants could not be held liable for an invasion of privacy tort, using the rationale that a claim of invasion of privacy by publication could not stand if the published matter is of a general public
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The Supreme Court grappled with the legality of using stolen information once again in *Bartnicki v. Vopper*. The Court also asked what degree of protection the First Amendment provides to “speech that discloses the contents of an illegally intercepted communication.” In this case, an unidentified person intercepted and recorded a cellphone conversation between leaders of a teacher’s union. This recording was made during a period of time when the school district was in highly disputed collective-bargaining negotiations. A local radio station gained access to the recording and played it on air as a part of a discussion of public affairs. It is different than the *Pentagon Papers* and *Pearson* because the disclosure of the information was not made by the person who stole it, but the disclosing party did know or had reason to know that the information was stolen. The Court pulled from prior First Amendment decisions to reach the conclusion that the First Amendment protects the press from publishing stolen information. Ultimately, the Court found that “a stranger’s illegal conduct does not suffice to remove the First Amendment shield from speech about a matter of public concern.”

However, there is reason to believe that the courts may be sympathetic to those who had their privacy invaded and disclosed to the public. An owner of a phone does not waive his or her privacy by using that phone, and the Supreme Court appeared to support that notion in *Riley v. California*. In 2014, the Supreme Court unanimously ruled in favor of privacy rights where police accessed the phone information of a person who they had arrested. Writing for the Court, Chief Justice Roberts acknowledged the great importance cellphones now hold in American society. The Court held that police needed a search warrant before going through an arrested person’s phone. Ultimately, this
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shows that we have a reasonable expectation of privacy with our phones, including their contents.219

B. Privacy and Celebrity

The right of privacy and privacy torts are fairly recent legal concepts arising from Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis’s 1890 law review article.220 Warren and Brandeis asserted the need to protect an individual’s “right ‘to be let alone.’”221 They were particularly concerned with the media intruding into the affairs of private citizens.222

The area of privacy law developed further in the 1960s with William Prosser identifying four categories of rights under the umbrella of privacy.223 The four rights are as follows: (1) intrusion, or the unreasonable and offensive interference with the seclusion of another; (2) public disclosure of private facts, or giving offensive publicity to private information; (3) false light, or the presentation of information that would provide the general public a false and offensive impression of the individual; and (4) appropriation, or the use of someone else’s name or likeness for one’s own benefit.224 The courts have held that celebrities still have a right to some privacy.225 As a virtue of their newsworthiness, however, celebrities have a lesser amount of privacy than what is enjoyed by ordinary citizens.226

Arguably out of the four privacy torts, public disclosure of private facts would be the most applicable to the Fappening. In order to establish this cause of action, the disclosure would need to be highly offensive to a reasonable person and not of a legitimate public
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Disclosing sexual relations is generally considered offensive. Liability for this tort may be circumvented by showing that disclosure is of a public concern, or “newsworthy.”

C. Is This Really Newsworthy?

Though there are clear First Amendment protections afforded to the media in its coverage of the Fappening and the Sony Hacking, there is debate about whether or not the content is truly of a legitimate public concern.

The Restatement (Second) of Torts explains what is considered to be a legitimate public concern. It extends to all “matters . . . customarily regarded as ‘news’” and also information for educating, amusing, and enlightening the public. Though “newsworthy topics” is a broad category, it is not without limits. The Restatement comments assert that newsworthiness should be determined by taking into account the customs and conventions of the community and that information is no longer of a public concern when it crosses the line into a “morbid and sensational prying into private lives for its own sake.”

Though the media has defended the reporting of the Sony Hacking, many have viewed the media as reckless. George Clooney and Aaron Sorkin have spoken out about the media’s treatment of the Sony Hacking. In Sorkin’s scathing New York Times op-ed, he commented on media only contributing to the harm Sony felt by publishing information and not taking the hacking seriously. Calling out journalistic ethics, he states:

The Guardians just had to lob the ball; they knew our media would crash the boards and slam it in. First, salaries were published. Not by the hackers, but by American news outlets.

Then came the emails. . . .

---

228. Id. at cmt. b.
229. Id. at cmt. g & j.
230. Id. at cmt. f.
Finally the media got serious. Not because no one gets more use out of the First Amendment than they do, and here was a group threatening to kill people for exercising it. Not because hackers had released Social Security numbers, home addresses, computer passwords, bank account details, performance reviews, phone numbers, the aliases used when high-profile actors check into hotels (a safety measure to keep stalkers away), and even the medical records of employees and their children. But because a stolen email revealed that Jennifer Lawrence was being undervalued.\(^{234}\)

The legal position that many journalists have put forth represents current understanding and interpretation of the press’s First Amendment rights. As stated by Anne Helen Peterson in an exposé for BuzzFeed:

> These documents were obtained through illegal means, but accessing them is not, in fact, illegal; reporting on documents made available through the hack, and even excerpting from them, are covered under both the First Amendment and Fair Use, which protects the reproduction of copyrighted content under the aegis of “enriching” or educating the general public.\(^{235}\)

Applying the *Pentagon Papers*, *Pearson*, and *Bartnicki* to both the Sony Hacking and the Fappening, it is likely that the First Amendment will protect any media websites who posted the photographs, e-mails, and information. Both incidents are issues of public concern due to the target of the hackings. Celebrities and Hollywood play a pervasive role within our society—whether it be from tabloids in grocery stores or the E! Network. The societal obsession leads to any scandal that affects a portion of Hollywood, especially a large scandal, to become front-page news, and the Fappening and the Sony Hacking are no exception.

While it may be a public concern regarding who was hacked, it might be less of a public concern what the actual content of the stolen items is. The public does not need to know what the naked body of a celebrity looks like or need to know the Social Security numbers and health records of Sony’s employees. What makes both the Fappening and the Sony Hacking newsworthy is who was hacked, not what was hacked.

Media outlets should not be punished for publishing the stories, because it is absolutely necessary to uphold the First Amendment. However, that does not mean the media should not be held to a higher

\(^{234}\) *Id.*

ethical standard for the type of things they are publishing. 236 Nude photographs of celebrities and the nitty-gritty inner workings of Sony may be salacious and draw in viewers, but at the end of the day, the media needs to put a collective foot down and not publish such devastating private content.

CONCLUSION

Though the Fappening and the Sony Hacking are substantively different, they both are deserving of legal recourse. As seen throughout this Article, there are many parties and circumstances that could be blamed for the actual events or for exacerbating the problem. Though the celebrities and Sony may have made themselves vulnerable to attack, they should not be blamed for being hacked. The hackers are the clear and obvious choice to blame, but it is nearly impossible to identify who the perpetrator is in the case of the Fappening and unlikely for North Korea to be indicted for the Sony Hacking. If the Fappening hacker could be identified, that person could be punished for the act of hacking, but it would be challenging to prosecute for the revelation of nude photos given the limited state of revenge porn laws.

Critics have also pointed the finger at the media and third-party websites such as Reddit and Twitter for exacerbating both situations. Social media websites are immune from liability through § 230, but still need to follow intellectual property laws. Essentially, it comes down to social media websites having clear-cut posting policies stating what content is acceptable. With the media, there are First Amendment protections when it comes to publishing stolen material supported through a long line of cases. However, the media should think twice about who will be harmed when they publish stolen material and exercise some restraint in the case of private nude photos and the personal information of a company’s employers.

All in all, the Fappening and the Sony Hacking are a testament that the U.S. cybersecurity policies are not up to par. It is of the essence that the government takes more aggressive steps in revamping our cybersecurity policy. In the meantime, the burden falls on companies and individuals to be proactive to protect themselves.